“

The circus creates an
infrastructure of information
linking each citizen to their
representatives”

WIKIPARLIAMENT
x18

“

x1

The Wiki-Parliament
Unit is every citizen’s
link to the debates
and votes that shape
their lives by making
the often hidden
machinations of
power accessible and
visible to everyone.”

Logistics

Transport & Haulage

The module is thus also applied to all
elements of the political circus. The
standard construtional sizes lends itself
to ease of transportation, in this case
truck but also rail and air.

x180

Bus Stop version
of the unit

Scalability

From Voting Booth to Parliament

The smallest unit relates directly to the largest
forms of the political system. This is through the
use of a standard module that is based on the
human form. With this geometry the system has
a scalability in which the smallest element (the
voting booth or ballot box) to the houses of
parliament
relate
dimensionally
and
symbolically..
This module would be open and available for all
through a freeware license that would allow
individuals and companies to develop there own
additions or improvements to the politcal circus.

Unit in place on the Barrier
Highway

Public Access

The Politics Box / Bus Stop

The smallest public element is the
politcis box, similar to a phone booth it
allows the publlc to access information
about local, state and national politics
and links with personal electronic
equipment. A bus stop element can also
be added making politics and debate
part of the furniture of everyday life.

INFRASTRUCTURE

Symbolism

Parliamentry Chambers

Both practically and symbolically the
houses of parliament also adhere to the
module. The basic module scaled up
represents the role politicians have in
serving every individual in the nation.

“

Walter Burley Griffin, The Writings of Walter Burley
Griffin, ed. Dustin Griffin, p.30.

We can all be interested in the
Australian Federal Capital City
not so much for what it is now or
will be necessarily, but because
of what it stands for: as an
opportunity, the best, I believe,
so far afforded for an expression
of the democratic civic ideal and
of all that means in accessibility,
freedom, wealth, comfort,
conveniences, scale, and
splendor.”
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Each city has it’s unique circumstance and
opportunity; any proposition to introduce the
circus of the government must take into
account that it is not the right of government
to take public land away from it free public
usage. Therefore, although each proposition
suggests the use of public land, it is
understood as a temporary intervention.
Each proposed location takes into account
the potential to use and enhance existing
infrastructure.

